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NATIONAL PARKS: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
(2nd Ed., Rev.)
ALFRED RUNTE
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press.
1979, 1987. Pp. xxii, 335.

Alfred Runte's National Parks is an excellent history of the creation
of America's national parks. Runte recounts the American experience
beginning with the commercialization of Niagara Falls and the search for
American alternatives to European antiquities and the grandeur of the
Alps. The setting aside of Yosemite and Yellowstone is succinctly described, but Runte avoids the tedium of detailing the establishment of
each of the subsequent parks. Acadia is barely mentioned. However, the
Everglades National Park is usefully discussed as a modern ecological
counterpoint to the big vista school of national parks. Runte gets the
reader eventually to Alaska where old lessons are learned again.
Those lessons are Runte's themes of "monumentalism" and "worthless
lands." Monumentalism is the thesis that national parks have traditionally
been surveyed for scenery rather than ecological integrity. The worthless
lands thesis is that the national parks were surveyed to exclude land of
known commercial value. These themes are elegant devices in understanding why certain land was incorporated into a national park and other
land excluded.
Runte tells the tale well. National Parks: The American Experience is
worth reading. The book deserves then to be placed on the shelf reserved
for classics of conservation literature,
Channing Kury

